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Abstract 

This paper overviews the cross-domain engineering applications of Chatbots. Chatbots are 

powerful software built using artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms that respond 

to user input data and have impacted a wide range of working fields, including healthcare, 

journalism, and finance. In Journalism, chatbots mean the rise of interactive news 

communication, spreading awareness more effectively among the younger generation. In the 

Healthcare systems, chatbots prove to be extensively useful in emergencies where identifying 

symptoms for individual patients can be difficult, but having stored a vast amount of 

personalized data, chatbots can predict quite accurately what problem the patient might be facing 

– including chronic illnesses. In Finance, chatbots are used to customize responses to each user 

based on factors like age which vary their intention of using their account to secure financial 

stability. Further research on chatbots will thus prove to enhance their efficiency in several fields 

like these where they have immense potential. 

Keywords- Healthcare, Finance, Journalism, Growth, Restrictions. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Chatbot is a word contracted using two words Chat and Bot, where the word bot is 

derived from robot. Chatbots are intelligent software that reacts to the input data or the 

information [1-5]. In recent years chats bots are built above the most powerful algorithms of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning, showcasing the impressive User interfaces (UI) with 

a natural humanistic response. However, with the advanced development of natural language 

processing (NLP), chatbots are also integrated with voice-to-voice responsive technology [6-7]. 

There are many applications of chatbots in the field of manufacturing industry, marketing, 

medical and education, etc. For many years, businesses have benefited from the use of social, 
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conversational bots, and improving customer service and minimize response times, increasing 

loyalty and interaction in communication [8-10].  

 

The Figure 1 depicts the various elements of Chatbot [11]. It basically comprises of an 

interaction channel. This channel can be an email agent at the front end or a web page and so on. 

In order to understand the language of humans, natural language (NL) processor is used. After 

taking the input from the human, the response is given by the NL generator. The source for 

actual identity of various types of information is the knowledge-based data. The information of 

how to react to the end users is decided by the business logic. The automation in various 

operation for these elements is possible due to the machine learning models. NLP uses AI 

techniques and works in the direction of accessing the accurate information about human 

language. Chatbot is the common application of NLP. It is also termed as Artificial 

Conversational entities (ACE). Usually, these systems do not need the human intervention to 

have an interaction with the end user [12]. The industries have given lot of attention towards this 

revolutionary conversational AI platforms [13].  

 
Figure 1: Different elements of Chatbot. [11]. Reproduced from open access article. 

 

The Figure 2 shows the category of Chatbot [14]. The categories have simple criteria. At 

a time the Chatbot can work as a function of multiple categories.  As a front end, the Chatbot 

either provides a web application or a mobile application to the user [15-17]. The query is being 

submitted by the user through the application interface. Once the request is received, the Bot 

control logic is in charge of responding to it. The request is pre-processed using Natural 

Language Processing, which converts raw text to vector format. After classification is performed 

to determine whether or not the predetermined response can be found, the appropriate response 

can be returned to the user [18-20].  
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Figure 2: Categories of Chatbot. Reproduced from open access article [14]. 

 

II. COMPARATIVE STUDY 

A. Journalism 

 

The robotic innovations have gained attraction in the news media in recent years by providing 

realistic solutions to journalistic everyday routines. The introduction of these AI- Bots in 

journalism have created a major impact, resulting in the boom of a new way of journalism, that is 

“automated journalism” and “automated news”, using advanced algorithms [21]. 

   

The media industry is raising its competition from social, digital, and mobile media, in terms 

of collective revenue and also information broadcasting, both public sector, and commercial 

news organizations are facing the major issue in reaching an audience. Even the largest 

broadcaster of journalism, BBC is also facing this issue in the current situation. The introduction 

of chatbots can help in conversation journalism raise. In public service news organizations facing 

budget cuts, innovations like bots, which offer efficiency savings and can illustrate increased 

involvement with younger viewers, resonate, and they work to allay concerns of diminishing 

importance among coming generations [21-22]. Bots also reflect changes in the newsroom 

community, such as a trend toward personalization and increased audience monitoring and 

tracking [23-24]. 

 

In the age of big data, automation was designed to minimize human effort and make it easier 

for journalists to deliver news to the public. Using the Quriobot plugin the chatbots have been 

developed, which demonstrated in gathering the information also behaving as the news article for 

interactive communications [25].  These Quriobot plugin-based chatbots are also adaptable in 

interfering with Facebook messenger, WhatsApp, Viber, telegram, and other communication 
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apps. The Chatbot was based on the pre-collected data that also includes the data analytical skills 

integrated.  The BBC has also tested several communicative chatbots based on the pre-scripted 

definition provided in a multiple-choice format, mostly for special events such as the UK general 

elections [22].  The integration of chatbots in journalism has achieved many results in terms of 

performance, functionality, reliability, personalization, interactivity, ethics, behavior, and 

accessibility. Like The ability to respond quickly and effectively, Linguistic accuracy, 

knowledge, language simplicity, identification and grouping of information source, listing 

personality traits that characterize a typical reporter, easy navigation and access, etc. [21].  

 

The COVINFO Reporter Chatbot is developed with an aim to provide quick and accurate 

information about the COVID-19 pandemic crisis. The public requires personalized reports of 

the information which are successfully facilitated by chatbots. It is developed simply, keeping in 

mind that media organizations must easily incorporate it into their workflow and that users must 

access it easily.  

 

The COVINFO Reporter Chatbot as shown in Figure 3 undergoes three development steps 

[26]. The first step is focusses on its design. As shown in Figure 1, the design consists of 

interdependent past experience (Quriobot plugin embedded in a News article published on 

WordPress [27]) and related Chatbot implementation (which includes WordPress alongside more 

social media platforms). The second step is the implementation of the Chatbot. The COVINFO 

reporter deployment implements all the Chatbot features, the main idea being to provide users 

with any specific information required alternatively. The COVINFO Reporter interface is used 

by them to access the information selected by the journalists. The last step highlights the 

evaluation of the Chatbot. This is done by two sets of professionals – experts and a group of 80 

journalism students – based on performance, reliability, functionality, personalization, 

interactivity, ethics, behaviour and accessibility. This development process continues as a cycle 

via repetitive improvements and research directions, in order to deliver accurate crisis 

information. 

 
 

Figure 3: COVINFO Reporter Chatbot [26]. Reproduced from open access article 
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B. Healthcare 

Healthcare services integrating with modern technology are established for diagnosis and 

treatment of health issues, as a result of this integration of this many pieces of research have been 

undergone for the advancement of medical systems. The information and communication 

technology in medical research plays an important role because the medical data is complicated 

and hard to collect and control medical data using traditional approaches [25-30]. As medical is a 

complicated subject in terms of symptoms detection, it is tough to select valuable data from a 

large number of big-medical data sources during care. An AI algorithm is needed to provide 

personalized care for patients based on vast collections of personalized medical data; as a result, 

global hospitals have developed AI systems for emergency prediction. The chatbots enabled with 

AI technology are playing a major role in this prediction mechanism in emergencies [31-32]. 

  

Microsoft and Google have also launched the health platform chatbots that can be used in 

real-life situations. Melody, the intelligent Chabot developed by Baidu, interacts with the patient, 

gathers data, and sends vial data to medical staff, and also helps to schedule a meeting 

appointment with a doctor [28, 33]. Integration of medical AI-chatbots with other social 

networking platforms can help to give a variety of services. The mobile healthcare platforms 

integrated with chatbots can react quickly to incidents that occur in daily life as well as help 

patients with chronic disease. The chatbots are built on the framework of data, knowledge, and 

service layers, integrating with the big data and artificial neural network techniques [28]. 

  

Healthcare chatbots work in associated with healthcare information systems (HIS) and 

personal healthcare records (PHR). The entire architecture of the chatbots that includes UI and 

data analytics are only used for information collecting and identification (also includes analysis), 

but the solution sends data to PHR and HIS [28]. Since the chain of management value related to 

treatment, diagnosis, and flow process are implemented in hospitals, it is now anticipated that 

medical institutions will handle the entire customer life cycle, where chatbots play a major role. 

  

The outer diagram of Chatbot is shown in Figure 4 where the patient data is collected from 

one-to-one sections, in most cases that also is one through chats bots as an initial process [28]. 

The collected data includes medical data, previous medical history data, and results of previous 

medical data. The collected data is then parsed, which means data parsing, where the collected 

data is identified and converted into different types of data. As a next step that data is converted 

into the required type, in most cases, it is XML or JSON format. The data in a proper format is 

then processed, that is data processing that includes data identification, data partition, data 

classification, and data visualization and in some cases, it also includes decision making that 

depends on previously trained data [28]. That data procession is the major part of the entire 

system that includes modeling and algorithms to take a proper decision. The data parsing, data 

conversion, and data processing are continuously communicated through the database where the 

data is stored, in some cases, all these 3 units come under databases only, which is a cloud 

platform in many of the models. After data processing and decision making the feedback is sent 

to two way communicating user interface in a device like mobile, laptop tab. Which is viewed by 

the user. In some bots this a cyclic two-way communicating process. 
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Figure 4: Chatbot working flow. Modified from [28] 

 

 

C. Finance 

 

There is a demand for improving the chatbots in the field of finance which can work with 

more added features. It should possess good awareness when a conversation or a chat session is 

in progress. This should always respond with a personal answer which is relevant to the user 

[34]. It is usual to expect all the users to get the same response when enquired about their 

retirement account as a Q&A. But the Chatbot needs to respond differently to different people as 

the profile differs with age. For this, Conversational Concept AI is utilized which can identify 

the intent of the user, can understand the intent clearly, and can respond with personalized 

answers. The Figure 5 shows the taxonomy development in which the technique is employed to 

extract the terms based on automatic taxonomy development. This approach involves the 

evaluation of this taxonomy manually by the individuals who are having expertise in the field. 

This results in terms that are assigned being called valid or invalid. 
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Figure 5: The approach for improvising the automatic taxonomy. (A Human-in-the-loop) 

[34]. Reproduced from open-source article 

 

Providing expertise for customer service will result into more profit of the banks [35].  

 

 

 
Figure 6: Theory of planned behaviour [35]. Reproduced from open-source article 

 

 

The theory depicted in Figure 6 exhibits unique actions as it is based on the planning of 

behaviour control. According to this theory, the performance of actions should be based on the 

planned actions in the model. It is under human control to have any intention of performing a 

task, and this is the main determinant of behaviour. The new added feature, perceived behaviour 

control is used to compensate for the disadvantages found in rational behaviour theory. Thus, this 

theory can be employed in analyzing the effect of customer service with the existing models with 

the Chatbot systems currently utilized in banks. The Chatbot and the service provided to the 

customers forms two main channels determining the profits earned by the banks. In order to help 

banks, take up suitable measures to secure financial stability and simultaneously realize through 

observation how the current customer service-based business can be taken over by chatbots 

based on AI-based chatbots, a Korean banking company’s product data is studied. Data of target 

customers were used to analyze the contribution of each channel to bank profits statistically by 

using financial services as well as products using two different methods – the Chatbot and calls 

via Customer service. In order to find the impact of service purchases along with customer 

products on the profit made by the bank, ARS was used. 

 

In January 2018, Bank A established the use of the AI Chatbot where it sold four major 

products and services daily for 36 months up to December 2020. The study collected 34,089 
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personal data through the Chatbot. Alongside, the customer service business sold similar 

products under similar conditions like age. Since the bank’s target audience was Korean 

residents, region and seasonality were also constant. Here they collected 317,438 unstructured 

voice data converted to text. To standardize this data, use of a voice recognition model and a 

convertor were made. The product data’s statistical sampling bias is assumed to be controlled as 

it is reported to be handled parameter data, and not extracted. Although in the case of customer 

service data, counseling staff responses could be subjected to promotional situations, which 

cannot be measured – and is considered negligible. Sensitive information from customer data 

was deleted via blur-masking. Moreover, the primary key was converted into the mixed 

combination and set as analyzable by data cleansing [35]. 

 

The main products sold by Bank A included Fund subscription, Savings Housing 

subscription services, services to pay loan interests, and Utility bills– with the number of cases 

summing up to 351,527. It is reported to be counted all duplicate products sold as the data was 

based on the number of customer cases. The data contained the following: Contractor and his id, 

the date and product sold, and its id number. Analysis of this consisted of basic statistical 

analysis (using SAS and Oracle virtual machine), data pre-processing, hypothesis setting, and 

testing.  

 

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Chatbots are becoming increasingly common in a variety of environments, and they have the 

potential to save time and money. However, many users continue to have negative experiences 

with chatbots that create the restriction and limitation in technology. Overcoming all these 

chatbots are still making potential growth and showcasing their applications in various fields like 

healthcare, banking, journalism, and also in other sectors. In this study, we have discussed the 

various use of chatbots and how chatbots are solving real-time problems in the particular 

domain, we have also overviewed the technical structure of Chatbot.  We believe that our study 

will help further research into an established standard in Chatbots and enhancing AI-based 

capabilities in and outside of healthcare, journalism, finance, and other customer self-service 

environments. 

 

Regardless of technological advancements in automation through the use of chatbots, a minority 

of users are dissatisfied. Satisfying the needs of this group of users is also important from a 

business standpoint. To address this issue, an integrated approach of chatbots and manual 

customer support agents can be proposed. Most basic questions and properly addressed queries 

can be handled by a Chatbot. Some customized queries, as well as poorly framed query 

sentences, may result in the inability to obtain a predefined response. In most cases, chatbots will 

provide a generic response that may or may not be appropriate. When no predefined response 

can be found from the user input in the hybrid approach, it should automatically involve a 

customer support agent in real-time so that they can effectively understand the question and 

address the queries. If the Chatbot does not receive a response from an agent within the time 

frame specified, it may proceed with a general response to the customer. 

 

Chatbots in future should be designed in such a way that it has the ability to analyse the facial 

expressions of the human being who makes live chat with the chatbots provided the system has 

required facilities to capture the face expressions. 
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